
A. Chronological Homogenous Scheme (Editor driven by 
Highest Most Recent) - Driven by the audiences “Top 
Down Chronology”. 

B. Narrow & Deep Heterogeneity Topic Scheme - broad 
spectrum of tools and solutions available for users to 
investigate

C. Alphabetical Broad and Shallow Homogenous Sub-
Topic Scheme (Alphabetical Ambiguous organization 
schemes) - (By category of cool tool associated with that 
submission via the editors choosing) - Here, the editors 
seems to be creating subtopics all related homogeneously 
to tools that are cool.

D. Task Oriented Scheme - One Example is a search box 

E. Broad and Shallow chronological homogenous sub-
topic scheme (By category of What’s in my Bag?) - Here, 
the editors seems to be creating a Broad and Shallow 
Subtopic related homogeneously to tools he carry in his 
bag organized by chronology

F. Community driven Chronology Scheme - 
“announcements” these articles and posts are directed 
towards the community for educational purposes 
categorized chronologically by date

G. Task Scheme Chronologically driven  (Pod Cast) - From 
users can visit the podcast scheme that appears to be a 
podcast with audience members focused on cool tools of 
the date by submission chronologically.

H. Community driven Chronology Scheme - “Archives” 
Archived posts are directed towards the community for 
educational purposes and future investigation

I. Task Scheme - driven by user interests
J. Task Scheme - Submit a Tool is a Call to users to Submit 
cool tools that are then archived and posted.
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1. Organization schemes.
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A. Chronological Homogenous Structure for Readers 
favorite articles Ranking by Relevance (Ranking by 
popularity) - posts that are all Ranked popularity, 
presumably by the number of comments from the user 
base. Numbers of comments are not surfaced to the main 
page however.

B. Alphabetical Heterogeneity Structure- (broad & 
shallow) spectrum of labels for susections assocated with  
tools and solutions all in alphabetical order as categories.

C. Non-chronological Community driven Rating by 
relevance structure - “Ask Cool Tools” 

C1. Ranking by Relevance - Ranking by users or experts - 
answers given)

C2. Ranking by Relevance - Ranking by popularity - 
answers favored)

D. Broad and Shallow User Submitted chronologically 
ordered homogenous Structue (By User Submission for 
the What’s in my Bag Section) - Here, the editors seems to 
be creating interesterest in what his users are I'm caring 
around on a daily basis within their own tool bags. This is 
actually quite fascinating with respect to being a glimpse 
inside the day in the life of other users that are focused on 
cool tools and solutions to the use of tools.

A Broad and Shallow Subtopic title like “What’s in my Bag” 
is a nifty way to market interest in a related 
homogeneously to tool blog. 
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2. Organization structure. 

A. Establish Content Hierarchy and User based interest top 
down as the navigational elements in the right-hand side 
of the page are confusing to look at from a hierarchal 
perspective. Simple surveys or look into the data in terms 
of traffic to specific areas of the website may assist us in 
understanding which aspects below the surface based on 
popularity.

Chronologically, there are 
two main areas of focus on 
the cool tools website. My 
intention would be to 
surface both of those two 
areas as major areas of 
interest for the homepage 
of the website. Surfacing 
today's reviews and 
archiving those reviews is 
the most obvious in terms 
of page hierarchy. The 
second most obvious our 
user submitted what's in 
my bag posts. Instead of 
only addressing this once a 
month my intention would 
be to address it once a 
week.

Task driven areas of the 
website are shown in 
green. Here we are 
asking for User's 
participation with respect 
to the ability to submit it 
to all of interest at any 
point in time to be taken 
in consideration as either 
a database entry that will 
show up in our archive or 
as a potential article 
submission topic.

Similarly, ask cool tools 
the question is another 
opportunity for task 
driven input from users 
that content be tagged in 
correlated into potential 
article submissions

One global archive to rule 
them all. This is perhaps 
the most dynamic of all 
of the re-organization 
potential. We are 
segmenting five possible 
archives better than 
globally archived by one 
larger archive. The 
commonality between all 
of them is the possibility 
of utilizing free tagging 
as a system for users to 
effectively tag tools, 
articles, submissions, 
podcasts, and other 
aspects of the website to 
ultimately be queried by 
the global archive and 
search opportunities.
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A.  Establish Hierarchy System: Top Down 
approach and that is Narrow and Deep -  
terminology from the categories section of 
the cool tools website convict great place to 
start to establish a new approach to the 
categorization of the cool tools webpage. 
Taking a deeper look at the categories a new 
top down approach that is narrow and deep 
may help users relate more closely to tools 
associated with things such as work at home

See exsample to be left

B. Free Tagging, also known as collaborative 
categorization, mob indexing, or Ethno-
Classification, can be a powerful methodology 
by which we can utilize to  empower users and 
leverage their expert knoladge of tools and 
deep understanding of terms and labels. 

Page 77 polar bear book.

B. See example of Free Tagging with with 
social classification by popularity with inside 
the construct of the tag.

C. Tags and emergent self describing 
taxonomies. Tags and a User driven tagging 
system and be used to categorize (Tag) all of 
the different aspects of tools that are 
important to them. This Free Tagging System 
will then query the Global Archive. 

By example, Flickr has developed clustering 
algorithms (5-19 Polar Bear Book) that group 
photos with overlapping tag sets, there by 
creating emergent, self describing 
taxonomies. Similarly, cool tools could do the 
same thing with respect to the photography 
and descriptions associated with tools that of 
been submitted by both users and the editor.

D. Search by tags can be another way to allow 
users to engage with similar terminology that 
may correlate better to aficionados or experts 
in the tool industry. I.e. speaking their 
language.
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4. Cool Tools Recomendations

3

4

What we are recomeding

Priority

C

A.  Establish Hierarchy System: Top Down approach and that is Narrow and Deep -  I'm recommending a 
narrow and deep approach towards establishing a Hierarchy system from the top down. Why? Aficionados 
and experts who are online looking for fascinating uses for tools probably have an entire world their familiar 
with in terms of getting tasks done while using tools. More than likely this also includes terminology that is 
foreign to the average user. Because of this we are recommending a restructuring of how the website is 
categorized. The secondary consideration was the fact that most people of tools often like to use them on 
their own homes and, on their own projects. The further assumption here is that people with tools have 
homes and possibly families and possibly kids. Because of this were suggesting a potential consideration for 
work tools, home tools, work and home tools as sub-categories within the construct of the top down 
approach. This could be an interesting start to a top-down categorization of the new website.
(See exsample to be above)

B. Free Tagging also known as collaborative categorization or Social Classification - to further reinforce the 
fact that our assumption is that users have their own language, establishing a free tagging system seems to 
make sense with respect to allowing aficionados of tools to establish their own types of terminology. This 
opens the door to the world of tagging. The tagging system will then query all of the 5 archives with them 
set up as well as the global archive. Additionally, submission such as podcasts can also be tagged as people 
listen to them via a “Quick Tag Submission tool users can use while listening. 
(Page 77 polar bear book.)

C. Tags and emergent self describing taxonomies. Emergent taxonomies are one of the most interesting 
aspects of this opportunity. Popularities of articles are stagnant to some degree. While tags being every 
existing and prominent a crossed all articles can eb & flow in terms of their popularity. Additionally, 
popularity amongst the individual tags could potential he be looked at in different ways as well for instance, 
daily, weekly, monthly, most searched or viewed annually, etc. In many ways, this opens up a whole new 
world of search based potential that speaks to the user in their own voice.
(5-19 Polar Bear Book)

D. Search by tags I.e. speaking their language - debility to search tags is a powerful way for an individual or 
User who is also an aficionado of specific types of ambiguous tools that may be either archaic or foreign and 
the average user the ability to find what maybe only two other users in the entire platform are familiar with 
via tagged search. This type of search, via tags, can also be used site wide on almost every page in a micro 
tool, additionally within the constructs of podcast pages as well.

In summary, I would argue and combination, all of the above could potential he make for an incredibly 
powerful backend and solution that speaks “natively” to the Cool Tool userbase that seems incredibly familiar 
with the world tools.

4. Cool Tools Recomendations 2
What we are recomeding

Priority
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Recommendation justification

Cool tool users are aficionados. Lets speak their language.
Search Cool Tool Tags


